2022-08-19 ECWG Meeting Notes

Attendees: Laura Heermann, Samuel Wang, Isaac Vetter, Jim McClay

Agenda: IPA update and overview provided by Isaac Vetter

IPA - International Patient Access... defines data for apps related to Patient access to data (from many different countries) - This also allow countries to share apps across countries by specifying many server behaviours etc.

IPA is keeping aligned with US Core -

DEEDS has not gone towards FHIR too much yet so on a high level DEEDS align well with IPA as IPA is very generic and has few data elements.

This is an Argonaut sponsored project, through Patient Care Work Group....

1-2 months away from publishing STU1. Looking for international implementation participants.

https://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/fhir-ipa/branches/2022Jan-recon/
https://blog.hl7.org/international-patient-access.
https://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/fhir-ipa/branches/2022Jan-recon/toc.html
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